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self-responsible learning 
own weekly plan statements 
 
o     +      ++ 
 
1. In their own weekly plan, the child gives an overview of what will happen this 
week. 
2. In his / her own weekly plan you will find things that have to be (jointly) and things 
that the child has chosen. 
3. The own week plan gives the group leader an overview of who is doing what. 
4. The child notes in his own weekly plan how far the work progresses by, for 
example, marking something off or marking it. 
5. The group leader regularly takes a group overview about what the children have 
marked as 'finished' on their own weekly plan. 
6. The own weekly plan is unique: weekly plans differ from child to child. 
7. The child has to make a plan: what do I do first, and what after: when do I do 
something? 
8. The child must make the planning visible with the help of an 'agenda' or a weekly 
overview. 
9. The group leader provides the child with support in his planning. 
10. The child must plan freely, decide for himself when it does what and where. 
11. If the plan has not been met (the own weekly plan was too big or too small), this 
has consequences for the week plan of next week (bigger or smaller). 
12. The own weekly plan covers all components: both cur- ses and world orientation 
have a place 
13. There is reflection in the own weekly plan: the child is invited to reflect on the 
work of the past week. 
14. The child has room to formulate intentions for the next own weekly plan. 
15. The own weekly plan encourages collaboration. 
16. The preparation of a weekly closing / report (lecture) / reading circle, etc., can 
be found in the own weekly plan. 
17. If an assignment needs to be improved, it is a new assignment for its own weekly 
plan. 
18. The child is stimulated with his own weekly plan to think about what should be in 
his / her portfolio. 
19. The own weekly plans of the different groups match each other. 
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20. The group leaders know the system of their own weekly plans from other 
groups. 
 


